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This whitepaper is aimed to provide readers with a
high level overview of the Xavander project and
the vision of the team. Xavander is the right
platform for a savvy investor and community looking to
help themselves and also help the community. In this paper
we will explain how investing in Xavander coin will
benefit its backers in more than one way and help
donate to Autistic Foundations and Societies.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Xavander Coin is a masternode based investment platform. Today, we have several
masternode coins that do not have a clear vision, plan or execution strategy. Most of
them claim to provide a really good return on investment but often do not deliver. Every
so often, among the hundreds or thousands of projects that fail, we find a project that
stands out and delivers more than it originally planned.

For most investors, finding this pearl from thousands of Oysters listed in the market is a
very hard and often futile exercise. Xavander Coin aims to solve this problem by having
investment fund managers, who study the market and invest in other masternode
projects that provide stable return on investment, whilst developing a donational bucket
to help families, schools and hospitals fund Autistic Awareness.

Investors who own Xavander coin
will get block rewards for their
masternodes or stakes like any other
masternode coin; but will also get a
secondary passive income from the
earnings and performance of its
investment portfolio; thus giving its
Investors dual income source.
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MASTERNODE

Masternodes are computers which process transactions
on the blockchain and as a result are rewarded with
coins from the blocks being created.

Nodes sit on the blockchain, normally within a queuing system, and when they reach a
certain position in this queue can be selected, at random, to be rewarded for participating
within the network. As a result of this rewards can appear at different intervals but usually
average out over time.

Masternodes are also allowed to vote on governance and funding proposals, with each
masternode receiving one vote (yes/no/abstain) on each proposal submitted to the
system.

Anyone can run a masternode. The objective is to have enough decentralization to ensure
That no single person controls a significant fraction of the masternodes. However, to
avoid bloating the network with unnecessary masternodes or encouraging reckless
operators, there is one condition that needs to be fulfilled: proof of ownership of 10000
Xavander (XCZM). The coins need to be in a masternode, which keeps transparency to
the entire network. If the owner moves or spends those coins, the masternode stops
working and payment ceases.
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PROOF OF STAKE (PoS)

Unlike the proof-of-Work, where the algorithm rewards
miners who solve mathematical problems with the goal
of validating transactions and creating new blocks, with
the proof of stake, the creator of a new block is chosen
in a deterministic way, depending on its wealth, also
defined as stake.
The creator of a new block is chosen in a pseudorandom way, depending on the user's 'stake'. In the
proof of stake system, blocks are said to be 'forged' or
'Minted', not mined.
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SPECIFICATION
Xavander Coin (XCZM) is an investment platform masternode coin. The coin is based on the
Quark algorithm.

Xavander Coin Ticker:

XCZM
Masternode Collateral:

10,000
Block Time:

60 seconds
Total Supply:

55,000,000
Block Reward:

Varying depending on block height
Reward Split:

90% Masternode, 10% Stakers
Minimum Staking Age:

1 Hour
Premine:

2,500,000 XCZM
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OUR VISION

Our vision is to make Xavander the investment platform of choice for all investors in the
crypto currency domain, whilst combining a steady stream for our donating fund.

Our investment managers will strive to achieve three main objectives: current income,
long-term growth of capital and conservation of capital, with an emphasis on income and
conservation of capital.

Get the benefits of large investment portfolio managers without paying the fees. Our
vision is to build this platform of high performing and stable coins that are continuously
managed, monitored and updated by our team, so the investors can just relax and enjoy
their passive returns.

The fund will be invested in varying masternode project combinations and weightings
over time. The Conservative Portfolio is designed to produce current income with
somewhat less volatility than the High Growth portfolio. This approach is likely to lead to
less downside risk, but also currently offers investors a lower level of current income and
long-term growth potential.
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XAVANDER INVESTMENT STRATEGY

" Price is what you pay.
Value is what you get. "
- Warren Buffett

Our aim is to make consistent returns for our investors. We achieve this by following
Proven investment practices based on strong understanding of market trends and research
on individual projects we invest. We have dedicated professional fund managers who will
manage the investment portfolio.

Types of Investments

As stated earlier we will have these investment portfolios:

Conservative Portfolio - This portfolio will have masternode coins that have a stable and
reliable source of passive income, with more emphasis on long term asset value growth.

High Growth Portfolio - This portfolio will consist of promising new and existing
masternode coins, where high return on investment is the key aim. Investors who are keen
to take higher percentage of risk for a better reward would be interested in this investment.

Donation’s - This portfolio will consist of all new and existing donations made, where,
when, who and why will all be documented. All revenue used from profits shares will be in a
donation’s wallet and voted on which Autism foundation the funds will go to.
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XAVANDER INVESTMENT PLATFORM (XIP)

An investment portfolio management platform will be developed by the Xavander
team. The platform will allow investors to look at the performance of both the type
of portfolios over various time periods. The platform will also allow the community
to vote on new investment coins; the output data of these results will be used by
the team to determine investment decisions.
In the platforms final version it will also allow Masternode investors to be able to
select their own investment profile. They will be able to select either 100% High
Growth, 100% Conservative or a balanced 50% split between the two portfolios.
The default option if no user specific profile is selected will be 100% conservative.
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REWARD DISTRIBUTION MANAGEMENT

Once the XIP platform is ready, the team will commence the investment by managing
and running masternodes under both the conservative and high growth profiles. The
returns we earn from these masternodes will be split into four - 10% will be used for
operational costs; 30% used for re-investment in other nodes 40% will be distributed
as Litecoin {LTC} to all registered masternode owners on a weekly basis terms &
conditions apply. 20% will be used for donations funding wallet for institutional
foundation and family to help & promote Autistic Awareness.
This means Xavander masternode owners will get normal XCZM rewards dependent
on block height for adding blocks and securing the network; but also get a
secondary income from our investment portfolio in the form of LTC on a regular
basis.
Over time, this investment portfolio will grow and the returns from this portfolio will
also grow. Our XIP Platform will clearly show details of the rewards earnt from the
investment platform and also the details on the capital gains / losses we have had on
the original investment coins locked in those masternodes.
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BLOCK REWARD

ROAD MAP
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USEFUL LINKS

Xavander Website:
http://www.xavandercoin.com
Windows Wallet:
https://github.com/Xavander-Coin/Xavander-Coin/releases/download/v1.0.0.1/xavanderqt_latest.exe
Linux Wallet:
https://github.com/Xavander-Coin/Xavander-Coin/releases/download/v1.0.0.1/XavanderLinux.tar.gz
MAC Wallet:
https://github.com/Xavander-Coin/Xavander-Coin/releases/download/v1.0.0.1/XAVANDERQT.dmg
Github:
https://github.com/Xavander-Coin/Xavander-Coin/
Explorer:
http://140.82.44.86/
Bitcointalk:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=4962223.0
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/XavanderC
Exchange:
https://wallet.escodex.com/market/ESCODEX.XCZM_ESCODEX.BTC
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